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ABSTRACT: For the first time, the parallel dispensing approach and the CIGS thin-film technology are combined to
demonstrate metallization for thin-film PV with low temperature pastes. This article focuses on dispensing three
different low temperature pastes through 35 µm and 25 µm nozzle openings, respectively, and applying them on
156 mm x 156 mm CIGS substrates. The screen printed metal grid acts as reference. The achieved contact resistivity
values are below 5 mcm². The metal grid on the TCO layer of CIGS substrates obtains an increased short-circuit
current density of jsc = 1.1 mA∙cm-², which corresponds to 3.5% current density gain compared to grid-free CIGS
modules, and an increased module power of up to 4.6%. Additionally, the Fill Factor is positively affected by the
metallization. Paste C shows a promising contact finger geometry with a core finger width of wcore = 25 µm ± 1 µm
and an optical aspect ratio of ARo= 0.46 ± 0.02. Following, the dispensing technology has been successfully applied
on CIGS mini-modules as a future approach for realizing the metallization with a realistic perspective in terms of
scalability for large module sizes.
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INTRODUCTION

Thin-film technologies, especially Cu(In1-xGax)Se2
technology (CIGS), have a high efficiency potential
which has been recently demonstrated by NICE Solar
Energy GmbH, obtaining a new CIGS module record of
17.6% on a module area of 1.20 m x 0.60 m [1]. Solar
Frontier achieved the CIGS cell record efficiency of
23.35% on a cell area of 1 cm² [2]. But nevertheless, the
conventional silicon PV technologies dominate the global
PV market [3, 4]. One reason for that is the efficiency
gap between cell and module, which is up to 8% abs.
between the CIGS cell record and commercial modules
and only up to 4% abs. for crystalline silicon PV.
Bermudez et al. present the metallization on the
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer of CIGS
substrates, so called hybrid modularization, as a
promising solution to reduce the efficiency losses
between CIGS cells and modules. Therefore, Bermudez
et al. proposed inkjet as a potential printing technology
[5].
The question arises why does the CIGS technology
need an alternative printing technology compared to the
well-known screen printing approach. To print the metal
grid on the gigantic active printing area of the CIGS
modules of approximately 60 cm x 120 cm, requires large
screens which are limited in screen lifetime and also in
fineness of the mesh. So, the screen optimization
regarding a smaller finger geometry and lower paste
consumption (fine-line screen printing), which is under
constant development over the last years for silicon PV,
is practicable limited for these huge screens [6, 7].
Following, the inhomogeneity of contact fingers caused
by the mesh wires (mesh marks), in particular the
deviation in finger height, becomes increasingly
challenging to be further improved which results in a
non-optimal silver consumption regarding electrical
conductivity. Besides, such big screens tend to show

significant distortion over their life cycle which
complicates further industrial scaling. Another costintensive challenge of screen printing on CIGS modules
is the required large silver paste volume which is exposed
to the environment during the flooding procedure.
In this study, we present the parallel dispensing
technology as an alternative approach to applying the
metal grid on the CIGS substrates. Here, the high viscous
paste is extruded through parallel arranged nozzle
openings. Several publications show the successful
demonstration of the dispensing technology for silicon
PV applications [8–10]. Especially the non-limited
upscaling of huge substrate areas, the closed paste
reservoir and the homogeneous contact finger shape are
beneficial properties of the parallel dispensing approach.
The Fraunhofer spin-off HighLine Technology GmbH
started in 2019 the commercialization of the multinozzle
print head for dispensing [11].
This work presents the first dispensed contact fingers
on 156 mm x 156 mm CIGS mini-modules by using
TLM and IV measurements as characterization methods.

2

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

2.1 Applying metal grid by parallel dispensing and
screen printing
Figure 1 summarizes all examined printing
experiments conducted in this work. Each experimental
group consists of five TLM substrates and ten minimodules, respectively. Our project partner NICE Solar
Energy GmbH fabricated 156 mm x 156 mm CIGS
substrates that allow the application of production tools
designed for silicon solar cells. Here, the different layers
are deposited on 3 mm thick glass substrates. Seventeen
cells with a cell width of 6.94 mm are positioned over an
active module area of 137.43 cm². The mini-modules of
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NICE SP

2.2 Characterization of printed metal grids on CIGS
substrates

Reference

Metallization of 156 mm x 156 mm CIGS substrates
Experimental groups
0 1* 2 3* 4 5* 6 7* 8 9* 10
no grid

result in low contact resistivity. Paste A and paste B are
cured at a temperature of Tc = 190°C, paste C is cured at
a temperature of Tc = 180°C. The curing duration of all
samples is tc = 10 min. The CIGS substrates of group 1
and 2 are cured in a batch oven at Tc = 150°C for
tc = 5 min.

Reference

reference group 0 consist of cells with a width of
4.07 mm. The deposition of the different functional
layers and its P1P2P3 scribing is well described in
literature [12, 13]. In our case, the P1 scribing is carried
out by laser, the P2 and P3 scribings are realized
mechanically.

Paste A
SP
wn = 40 µm |
v = 100 mm/s

Paste B

Paste C

Parallel dispensing (DIS)
D = 35 µm |
v = 100 mm/s

D = 25 µm |
v = 60 mm/s

D = 25 µm |
v = 160 mm/s

Curing
Characterization: CLSM | TLM method** | IV
measurements***

Figure 1: Experimental overview of the investigated
screen printing (SP) and dispensing (DIS) experiments on
CIGS substrates focuses on the application of three low
temperature pastes by the dispensing approach. Paste A is
extruded through D = 35 µm nozzle openings, pastes B
and C are dispensed through D = 25 µm nozzle openings.
For screen printing a screen with wn = 40 µm screen
openings is applied (group 3 and 4). The curing
parameters were determined based on preliminary tests
[14] and the substrates are characterized concerning their
contact finger shapes and their electrical parameters
(*CIGS TLM substrates, **characterization of CIGS
TLM substrates, ***characterization of CIGS minimodules).
The metal grids of reference groups 1 and 2 are
screen printed, here a reference paste as well as reference
process parameters of our project partner NICE Solar
Energy GmbH are used. The screen printing experiments
of group 3 and 4 are performed at a semi-automatic
screen printer EKRA XH STS, the screen specification is
360 x 0.016 x 22.5° with an emulsion over screen of
EOM = 15 µm. The screen openings are wn = 40 µm, the
applied squeegee speed is vsqueegee = 100 mm/s.
Three different low temperature silver pastes A, B
and C are evaluated for parallel dispensing. Paste A and
B are commercially available screen printing pastes,
paste C is a particularly adapted dispensing paste. The
dispensing experiments are carried out at a dispensing
platform from ASYS GmbH, Germany. The GECKO
print head is integrated into this platform, here the nozzle
plate with different nozzle openings can be flexibly
installed depending on the paste properties [15]. Nozzle
openings of D = 35 µm (finger pitch: 1.556 mm) are
evaluated for the dispensing of paste A at a process
velocity of vdisp = 100 mm/s. Paste B and paste C run
through D = 25 µm nozzle openings (finger pitch:
1.194 mm). The applied dispensing speed is
vdisp = 60 mm/s for paste B and vdisp = 160 mm/s for paste
C. In this case, the dispensing gap between the nozzle
plate and the CIGS substrate is set to 600 µm.
After applying the metal grids onto the TCO layer of
the CIGS substrates, the samples are cured in a
convection oven R0400FC from Essemtec AG,
Switzerland. The pastes’ specific curing parameters are
evaluated in preliminary experiments presented in [14].
The chosen curing parameters are trade-offs between the
lowest possible curing temperatures and durations that

The contact finger geometry is determined by using
the 3D confocal laser scanning microscope OLS4000
(CLSM) from Olympus. The microscope images are
captured with a magnification of 50 and are analyzed by
Fraunhofer internal software, here the finger width w, the
finger height h and the cross section area Across are
calculated [16]. The finger width is distinguished in core
finger width wcore and shading finger width wshading, there
the shading finger width wshading is defined as the
maximum shaded area in horizontal direction including
any paste spreading. The core finger width wcore only
includes the horizontal structure width that has a
significant finger height [17]. Based on these data, the
optical aspect ratio ARo which is the ratio of the finger
height to the shading finger width wshading and the
electrical aspect ratio ARel which is the ratio of the cross
section Across to the shading finger width wshading are
calculated.
The electrical characterization of the CIGS substrates
is conducted by TLM Scan from pv-tools GmbH and
h.a.l.m. flasher IV-tool at standard test conditions. The
CIGS TLM samples are separated into 10 mm broad
stripes to measure the contact resistivity and sheet
resistance between the contact fingers. At least 150
measurements are conducted for each substrate. The
CIGS mini-modules require the P1P2P3 scribing as well
as contact stripes for IV measurements, which are
executed with non-laminated modules at 1000 W/m².

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Analysis of contact finger geometry
The three investigated low temperature pastes show
the typical homogeneous finger height profile by using
the dispensing approach (see Figure 2). Compared to that,
the screen printed contact fingers contain meshes marks
which means a height deviation across the contact finger
length. The reference group 1 has an average finger width
of wshading = 54 µm ± 4 µm and an optical aspect ratio of
ARo = 0.21 ± 0.04 (ARel = 0.13 ± 0.01). The samples of
group 3 have a similar contact finger width of
wshading = 55 µm ± 2 µm, but a higher optical aspect ratio
of ARo = 0.35 ± 0.03 (ARel = 0.21 ± 0.02) than group 1
which may potentially result from different paste
properties and screen specifications.
Figure 2 depicts microscope images and height
images of dispensed contact fingers of pastes A, B and C.
Dispensing paste A results in an average finger width of
wshading = 46 µm ± 3 µm and an average core finger width
of wcore = 36 µm ± 1 µm (group 5). The dispensed
contact lines with paste B show similar geometric
parameters. The average optical aspect ratio is
ARo = 0.35 ± 0.03. Paste C results in reduced core finger
width of wcore = 25 µm ± 1 µm and an increased optical
aspect ratio of ARo = 0.46 ± 0.02. So, dispensed contact
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Rsh,TLM = 97 /sq. ± 9 /sq. (group 3), the reference
samples of group 1 achieved a sheet resistance of
Rsh,TLM = 67 /sq. ± 5 /sq. by curing the samples at
Tc = 150°C for tc = 5 min. The CIGS TLM substrates of
group 7 (paste B) reached the lowest contact resistivity of
c,TLM = 0.9 mcm² ± 0.7 mcm². Metal grids of paste C
which are cured at Tc = 180°C for tc = 10 min, also
achieved
a
low
contact
resistivity
of
c,TLM = 1.4 mcm² ± 1.0 mcm² and a sheet resistance
of Rsh,TLM = 64 /sq. ± 6 /sq.. A clear tendency
regarding curing conditions or contact finger geometries
is not evident for the TLM results. Further experimental
studies are required to get a deeper understanding of the
impact parameters of the contact formation.

contact resistivity c,TLM [mcm²]

fingers show improved contact finger geometries
compared to screen printing resulting in a better electrical
conductivity (more effective silver consumption). This
increased contact finger homogeneity should allow the
use of even wider cells in the CIGS modules than
presented in this work. Consequently, the module voltage
is reduced and the number of modules in one string can
be increased resulting in lower balance of system costs.
Reasons for the different paste performances of pastes A,
B and C regarding process velocity and achieved contact
finger geometry are not yet completely explicable.

Figure 3: Contact resistivity c,TLM and sheet resistance
Rsh,TLM results measured by TLM Scan. Each group
consists of five CIGS TLM substrates, at least 150
measurements were carried out per substrate.

wshading = 42 µm 3 µm | wcore= 32 µm 1 µm |
ARo = 0.35 0.03 | ARel = 0.23 0.03
Paste C

wshading = 41 µm 3 µm | wcore= 25 µm 1 µm |
ARo = 0.46 0.02 | ARel = 0.27 0.02

Figure 2: 3D confocal laser microscope images and
height analysis of the dispensed contact fingers of low
temperature pastes A, B and C [14].
3.2 Electrical characterization of CIGS substrates
The contact resistivity and sheet resistance values are
depicted in Figure 3. Both, screen printed and dispensed
contact fingers have average contact resistivities below
5 mcm² independent of the applied curing parameters.
The average sheet resistance of all samples is in the range
of Rsh,TLM = 64 /sq. ± 5 /sq. (group 7) to

The considerable advantage of applying a metal grid
onto the TCO layer of CIGS modules is visible in the
short-circuit current values in Figure 4. The metallization
and the possibility to use wider cells increase the shortcircuit current significantly. The grid-free CIGS minimodules with cell widths of 4.07 mm have in average a
short-circuit current of Jsc = 143 mA ± 1 mA
(jsc = 31.1 mA∙cm-² ± 0.1 mA∙cm-²)
compared
to
metallized CIGS mini-modules which show short-circuit
current values between Jsc = 256 mA ± 1 mA
(jsc = 31.7 mA∙cm-²
±
0.3 mA∙cm-²)
and
Jsc = 260 mA ± 1 mA (jsc = 32.2 mA∙cm-² ± 0.1 mA∙cm-²).
Consequently, the short-circuit current has been increased
up to Jsc = 117 mA, the short-circuit current density up
to jsc = 1.1 mA∙cm-². At the same time, the open-circuit
voltage values present room for improving. The grid-free
CIGS mini-modules have an open-circuit voltage of
Voc = 20.05 V ± 0.07 V, all CIGS mini-modules with
metal grid show open-circuit voltage values in the range
of Voc = 11.06 V ± 0.06 V to Voc = 11.78 V ± 0.06 V.
CIGS mini-modules of group 2 are cured at the lowest
curing temperature of Tc = 150°C by achieving the
highest open-circuit voltage of Voc = 11.78 V ± 0.06 V.
Applying the low temperature paste C on CIGS minimodules by dispensing results in an average open-circuit
voltage of Voc = 11.43 V ± 0.15 V. One possible
explanation for these results might be that the chosen
curing parameters affect the CIGS layer’s thermal
damages or diffusion processes in the cadmium sulfide
layer. In this experiment, the different contact finger
shapes do not show a high impact on the IV results
because the low as well as high optical aspect ratios and
also different core finger widths partly result in similar
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open-circuit voltages. Depending on the used screen
layout and the nozzle openings, the finger pitches differ
which results in different finger numbers per area. In
literature, simulation results show the optimal finger
number per cell area [18]. This impact regarding the IV
results should be carried out in further studies. Besides,
low temperature silver pastes that already form low
contact resistivity contacts are necessary to prevent the
remarkable decrease of the open-circuit voltage.
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Figure 4: IV results of 156 mm x 156 mm CIGS minimodules measured by h.a.l.m. flasher IV-tool at standard
test conditions. The Jsc-, Voc-, FF- and Pmpp-values are
plotted. The cell width of samples of group 0 is 4.07 mm,
all other CIGS mini-modules have cells with a width of
6.94 mm.
Further positive effects of applying metal grid on the
TCO layer are evident in the Fill Factor values and also
in the module power. Both parameters have been
improved. The Fill Factors of group 2 to 10 vary between
FF = 68.7% ± 5.6% and FF = 72.1% ± 2.0% compared to
the grid-free CIGS mini-module of group 0 with an
average Fill Factor of FF = 67.9% ± 3.9%. Besides, the
module power Pmpp has been increased up to
Pmmp = 0.22 W, the non-metallized CIGS mini-modules
present
an
average
module
power
of
Pmpp = 1.95 W ± 0.12 W.
All depicted IV results in Figure 4 are determined
before lightsoaking. Subsequently, the CIGS minimodules are lightsoaked for 48 hours and are
characterized again by h.a.l.m. flasher IV-tool at standard
test conditions. The lightsoaking obtains a slightly
increased open-circuit voltage of up to Voc = 0.16 V, the
other IV parameters remain similar to those before
lightsoaking.

4

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this study, we demonstrated the advantages of
applying a metal grid on the TCO layer of CIGS minimodules by showing a gain in module performance.
Further, we presented the parallel dispensing approach as
an alternative metallization technology for applying low
temperature pastes. A screen printing approach as applied
for the metallization of Silicon Heterojunction solar cells
serves as reference. Along with a substantial improved
homogeneity of dispensed contact fingers, the beneficial
advantages of the parallel dispensing compared to screen
printing on huge CIGS modules are the non-limited
upscaling on large substrate areas as well as the
extremely reduced required silver paste volume in a
closed reservoir. Three different, commercially available
low temperature silver pastes are evaluated in this
experiment by showing advantages in electrical
parameters compared to grid-free CIGS mini-modules.
The contact resistivity of all samples is below 5 mcm².
The metal grid on CIGS substrates allows the use of
broader cell widths of 6.94 mm, thus, the dead area of
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CIGS modules could be minimized and the short-circuit
current density gains in jsc = 1.1 mA∙cm-². Also, the Fill
Factor (FF = 4.3%) and the module power
(Pmpp = 0.22 W) of metallized CIGS mini-modules have
improved values compared to grid-free samples. Paste C
achieved a promising contact finger geometry regarding
shading effects, the average core finger width is
wcore = 25 µm ± 1 µm and the optical aspect ratio is
ARo = 0.46 ± 0.02. The homogenous contact finger
height of dispensed structures allows a more effective
silver consumption regarding the electrical conductivity
and should allow the use of broader cell widths in the
CIGS modules compared to screen printed metal grids.
This possible balance of system cost advantage is
examined in the future. The combination of the
dispensing approach and CIGS technology was
successfully demonstrated.
Further studies require dispensable low temperature
pastes that form contacts with low contact resistivity
values for curing temperatures below 180°C to prevent
the significant losses in open-circuit voltage. The parallel
dispensing process needs to be demonstrated on large
module sizes, using the multinozzle print head of
HighLine Technology GmbH as the next step.
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